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Together for STEM
Round Table for STEM is a partnership initiative created by individuals and institutions interested in popularizing technology and
science, a dynamic meeting of the academic and technology business worlds with a goal to support activisation of women’s
potential in science, technology and innovation. We will act together to jointly create ambitious solutions. The important place in
our agenda finds the support of enterprises in each other individual initiatives, exchange of experiences and inspiring each other.
It is the best time to jointly act in common cause.
Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics are the areas through
which the educational and professional paths lead to widely understood
research, technology industry, and to interface between science and business. It is that interface where the most interesting things happen – innovative solutions to challenges, both the great civilizational ones and closest
ones related to every day.
In Poland interest in this area is very low. Young people are not willing
to choose STEM studies. The shortage of engineers and specialists in new
technologies is currently evaluated as one million in Europe by 2020. The
situation of women at technical HEIs gives even more cause for concern
– at strictly technical faculties they form up to 20% of the total number of
students. The share of female students in ICT studies is only 13%.
Women are a huge, so far unused potential which may give impetus
and new quality to the development of technology industry. Their engagement and unique perspective provide a chance to create new methods for solving the challenges of modern world in order to build a
competent society, able to use advanced technologies in wise and responsible way.
What do they need? To be inspired! By successful role models and the
truth that where passion meets the technological know – how – anything
is possible.

The important voice will be the one of young, talented female engineers
programmers, start-up owners, and innovators starting their careers in
the STEM area. They are the reason for this Table.
Able make the real change in the future world.

Continuing
The Round Table for STEM is the event finalizing the joint initiative by
Siemens and Perspektywy Education Foundation, “Women’s Potential for
Technology Industry.” It involved creation and publishing of the “Report”
and “Recommendations” – available at www.potencjalkobiet.pl and conducting a series of consultations with the change stakeholders (media, business, education/science, social partners) – “Breakfasts with Potential”.
Now the Partners of this initiative are proposing move forward to specific
activities. The result of the Round Table will be a document
declaring the Partners’ goodwill “We Act for STEM” in which they will
declare their activities (individual and joint) supporting women in
science/innovation/technology – until 2025.
The Round Table will include representatives of such institutions as:
European Commission, AGH University of Science and Technology in
Krakow, Opole University of Technology, Intel, IGT (formerly GTECH),
Cisco, Boston Consulting Group, Roche, Google and the Hosts: Perspektywy Education Foundation and Siemens Company.

Let’s sit at the Table
The goal of the Round Table for STEM is to design specific activities
sintended to increase interest in the STEM area among young people and
to increase women’s activity within. Partners interested in co – creating
such a change have been invited: creators of public policies/representatives
of various departments, technology companies, representatives of education and academic spheres, NGOs, and media.
The meeting will be opened by the Special Guest of the conference
– Steven Zipkes, holder of the American STEM Visionary award.

More information:
Bianka Siwinska, PhD, Managing Director, Perspektywy Education Foundation,
b.siwinska@perspektywy.pl, tel. +48 501 535 785
Anna Grosiak, Diversity Chief, Siemens Sp. z o.o.
anna.grosiak@siemens.com, tel. +48 606 893 259

www.leaninstem.pl/conference

